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ABSTRACT 

Energy is becoming the major issue for creating a sustainable living environment. The 

lack of awareness of energy consumption becomes the barrier for users who are willing 

to behave in sustainable way. A number of technologies have been developed to 

digitalize the energy consumption for both power demand and supply, such as smart 

meters and smart grids, which are becoming the government policy in numerous 

countries. However, the existing electric utilities in old buildings are hard to change or 

upgrade to smart meters. Furthermore, it remains a big barrier for users to measure 

energy at any time anywhere in individual appliance level. 

In this paper, we propose an in-home energy visualization framework, which is 

featured with three aspects: 1) a non-intrusive way to digitalize the electronic energy 

use, 2) wire-free energy monitoring to the appliance-level, and 3) an open framework 

for seamless integration with future service. The major contributions in this paper 

includes : 1) The energy visualization framework - Livindex suggested an in-home 

energy awareness system seamlessly integrated  with individual appliances and 

energy awareness tools, 2) The energy data collection  method, which the system 

components  currently process, record and output energy data, will become a major 

breakthrough by which energy information in old buildings can be easily visualized, 

and 3) Visualization of digitalized energy data has encouraged user awareness of 

energy consumption. The proposed system has been implemented and tested in a 

workspace for long-term monitoring energy consumption. The system design and 

implementation are described and discussed in this paper. 
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1  Introduction 

In the context of sustainability, reducing energy and enhancing energy efficiency are becoming the 

fundamental requirement to promote sustainable living. According to the report, buildings are accounted 

for 48% of all greenhouse emissions around the world (Katz, 2003). In US, the residential sector 

accounts for 21% of energy usage (US Department of Energy, 2006). In Taiwan, the residential sector 

accounts for approximately 20% in 2009, and the number is still increasing (Taiwan Bureau of Energy, 

2009). The user’s energy awareness directly influence the energy usage in buildings and homes. The 

energy in our living environment is abstract, invisible and untouchable (Fischer, 2008). The lack of 

energy information becomes the barrier for users who are willing to save the energy. The technologies of 

smart meters and smart grids are developed to attempt to replace the traditional meters and enhance the 

energy efficiency in innovative smart grid services. Most of all, some innovative internet services based 

on smart meter solutions enable users to measure the energy usage in real-time. To date, over ten 

countries announced their blueprint to deploy and upgrade the current energy systems, including US, EU, 

Japan, China, Taiwan and etc. 

A common approach to energy reduction solutions is to build zero-emission green buildings which 

integrate with smart meters as the energy infrastructure. However, in some cities, many houses and 

buildings are quite old and are hardly replaced by new buildings or cannot be installed with new smart 

meters. Even if it is possible to install smart meters in old buildings, monitoring the power consumption 

of individual appliances for making energy use decisions is still a challenging problem. Our attempt to 

tackle these issues is to make the energy consumption of individual appliances available, through which 

users or occupants can make better decisions on saving energy without losing living quality. 

This paper aims to develop an appliance level energy awareness system with an in-home energy 

visualization framework. Awareness, monitoring, recording and flexibility of integration are the criteria 

of the energy awareness system. Information about energy use is provided in real-time, directly to the 

users with a web-based visualization tool. In the following section, we demonstrate the design 

development, implementation and discussion. The system has been implemented and tested in a 

workspace for long term monitoring energy consumption. 

2  A System Development Framework 

In this chapter, we describe our in-home energy visualization framework, which we call it as 

Livindex. Livindex aims to avoid complex installation and provide high flexibility for seamless 

integration, with in-home sensors. Furthermore, our system provides the appliance level energy 

monitoring in real-time.  
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Livindex is comprising of three major componants (Fig. 1): 1) Sensor Input: the distributed smart 

outlets gather information on in-home energy usage, 2 ) Data Process: the server system receives, records 

and outputs the energy data from smart outlets, and 3 ) Application Output: the web-based XML format 

data that generates output for energy visualization tools. The Input and Output are on the user side which 

directly interact with users. The energy visualization framework is depicted in Fig 1. 

 

Fig. 1  Livindex system framework 

(1) Sensor Input: The smart outlet we used for energy monitoring on individual appliance is Plogg 

Energy Monitor. The installation can be done by simply plugging the Plogg Energy Monitor on the 

appliance. Then, energy information will be transmitted through wireless network. The Plogg 

Energy Monitor has two major features which we considered it as our energy monitor in our 

framework, wireless network in Zigbee protocol and energy data output as CSV format 

(Shafranovich, 2005). Zigbee is a short range wireless mesh networking standard communication 

protocal for small area, such as home and office. It features with low cost, low power usage and 

high reliability. The low power usage can minimize the extra energy usage on monitored appliances. 

Also, the high reliability is suitable for long term and accurate monitoring. The CSV format is the 

most common format for logging information. The simplicity makes it easy to transform and 
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analyze. However, the data format is not common on smart outlet. We take these two advantages to 

better connect with the Data Process component. 

(2) Data Process: The Data Process component is the core of Livindex framework; it consists of data 

parser, data record and data output. The process begins with data parser that was written in Python 

script. The system will immediately parse the CSV format data which Zigbee receiver received 

from Plogg Energy Monitor. The Python (Python Software Foundation) script is a light-weight and 

powerful language, suitable for batch working. The various kinds of library also made the Python a 

high flexible language for fulfilling the different usage. In our framework, we use the CSV parser 

library as the parse tool and URL library as the tool to post data into our database. Together with 

data record, we use Apache webserver (Apache Software Foundation), PHP script and MYSQL 

database (Williams and Lane, 2004) as the recording platform. The PHP script will process the SQL 

script to record the data while Python script post the information. The overall energy information is 

recorded and stored in the database and indexed with timeframe. The final part is data output, which 

is written in XML format. The XML format is a set of rules for encoding data, the tidy structure of 

data can make it widely used in Internet. In addition, the high compatibility between various 

platforms makes it become the most common protocol for communication. We use it as our output 

format which can be flexible used in advanced output applications. 

(3) Application Output: As the system framework design, the energy data are dynamically generated in 

XML format and output to specific applications. With the Internet connection, the energy awareness 

can be implemented on multiple applications. The barrier that lack of energy data to behave in 

sustainable way can be reduced and users can make decision of using energy in a more strategic 

way with detailed energy information. In addition, the gap between smart-meter based services can 

be reduced. 

3  The Implementation 

We implemented the Livindex framework in our workspace and tested the system for over five 

months. The workspace is located in an old building without advanced energy control system. It was also 

hard to install smart meters without huge spatial modification. We deployed the Livindex framework 

instead; the high flexibility and none-intrusive installation made us achieve the goal of energy monitoring. 

The following steps are the process of implementation. 

(1) Sensor Input: We chose five work areas as our monitor target. We deployed five Plogg Energy 

Monitors in our workspace and monitored five appliances that belong to each work area (Fig. 2). 

The five seats are spread out in our workspaces. It is relatively simple and convenient to connect the 
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energy sensors through wireless network. The Zigbee network between Plogg Energy Monitors was 

immediately established while the Plogg Energy Monitor was deployed to each appliance. On the 

Livindex Server, we enabled the Zigbee receiver to join the Zigbee network and began to receive the 

energy data in CSV format as shown in Fig.3. The CSV format energy data we received is consisted 

of thirteen different fields, including timestamp, Watts, kWh consumed and etc. The detailed 

information has been precisely logged.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  Spatial mapping of Livindex implementation 

  
Fig. 3  Screenshot of energy data in CSV format 
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(2) Data Process: We use Python parser as the automation tool to decompose the fields into single 

variable line by line (Fig. 4). While the decomposed process is finished, the variables are 

automatically upload into our database. We created a database structured with the existing field in 

CSV format energy data (Fig. 5). Thus, the variables that are uploaded by Python will be line by 

line stored in the database (Fig. 6). The overall data are indexed with unique identify number and 

timeframe, which can easily trace back the energy usage with argument. 

  

Fig. 4  Screenshot of Python parser 
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Fig. 5  Screenshot of Livindex MYSQL database field 

 

Fig. 6  Screenshot of Livindex MYSQL database 

(3) Application Output: The energy data output from Livindex server are in XML format, and 

dynamically generated by PHP script. With specific argument input, the demand information would 
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display in range (Fig. 7). The feed can be adapted to various platforms and create the energy related 

applications. To make energy data visible to users, we integrate the feed with visualization tool (Fig. 

8). The X axis is the time dimension. The Y axis is energy consumption using Watts as units. By 

layering the weekly energy usage, we can clearly recognize the relation between user activities and 

energy usage. Applications and issues are discussed in the next section. 

.  

Fig. 7  Livindex energy data output in XML format 

 

 

 

  Fig. 8  Livindex XML output integrate with visualization tool 
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4  Discussion 

The implementation result inspired us in multiple ways of achieving sustainable living. Different 

from smart meter based services, the Livindex framework can make the energy monitoring in an intuitive 

way. The framework successfully gathered over 150,000 energy consumption data in five months. The 

flexibility extends our observation between human behavior and energy usage. We explored several 

applications and issues based on the data we gathered. 

(1) Events mapping: By observing the energy consumption in the first month, we found the energy usage 

was highly related to users’ events. Most users were highly relying on the standby functionality that 

could automatically turn off the electric devices while they were leaving. However, it took time for 

the standby functionality to determine whether the user was present or not. The most unnecessary 

energy usage was wasted during this moment. We initiated two different approaches as our future 

work. One is to add additional sensor to detect user’s presence (Fig. 9), and provide active feedback 

tools to users. Another approach is to integrate with web-based calendar services, such as Google 

calendar, which will not only display the daily energy usage layered with events, but will also 

provide awareness of both the coming event and energy saving with reminder coupled with the 

Google Calendar. 

  
Fig. 9  The sensor used to detect the user’s presence 

Ambient Device Awareness: Another approach is based on a tangible plug connected with Zigbee 

energy network. The ambient design can enable the energy awareness without interrupting user. The 

idea can also be found on numerous energy feedback tools, such as Wattson ambient display, Onzo, 

Power Cost Monitor and etc, providing low band-width information (Froehlich, 2009). However, 

without a framework as the backend service, the awareness functionality is limited. We initiated 

experiment of the interface on the ambient devices, including color change, level bar and numbers 

(Fig. 10). The interface changed dynamically with the energy usage.  
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  Fig. 10  Ambient Awareness Devices : The devices which awaring the energy usage with 

different LED lights color, level bar and numbers. 

(2) Mobile Approach: The mobile phones are becoming a power handheld device. As the daily outfit by 

users, various research work also considered it as the mobile energy awareness tool, such as 

BeAware and Emeter (Jacucci et al., 2009). They enabled the remote control and visualization 

interface design on mobile phones. We considered the multiple mapping between locations, events, 

appliances and energy usage could raise user’s awareness in daily life. We initiated a concept 

prototype which used augmented reality techniques to superimpose energy information on a 

real-world appliance (Fig. 11). Through the augmented reality display on a mobile phone, we turn the 

energy into a playful tangible cube and appropriate the mobile phone we already carry with us every 

day as an augmentation device and Tangible User Interface. The conceptual prototype is called 

Energy Cube – the virtual objects visualized with the energy usage level are augmented on the 

devices that energy consumption is monitored by our system. By holding the mobile phones, users 

can intuitively manipulate the Energy Cube with hands to adjust the energy usage level. The 

integration of tangible interaction and visual feedback is undertaken to let users perceive the realistic 

sensation with energy change in physical world. 

 

Fig. 11  Augmented-Reality energy awareness on mobile phones 
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5  Conclusion 

In the context of sustainability, encouraging sustainable behavior is becoming the ultimate goal in 

energy awareness design. In this paper we have presented a novel technological framework for 

visualization of energy consumption awareness. The major contributions in this paper include: 

(1) The energy visualization framework - Livindex suggested an in-home energy awareness system 

seamlessly integrated with individual appliances and energy awareness tools; 

(2) The energy data collection method, which the system components currently process, record and 

output energy data, will become a major breakthrough by which energy information in old 

buildings can be easily visualized; 

(3) Visualization of digitalized energy data has encouraged user awareness of energy consumption. 

Based on the smart outlet that deployed in space, Livindex transformed energy data into 

consumption information which is web-based, real-time, and individual appliance leveled. It provided us 

insights on the design and requirements of the future in-home energy awareness tools. Livindex seeks to 

continue scaling energy awareness from the entire home service to an individual appliance by adding 

networked ambient devices throughout the visualization interface. We have implemented Livindex 

framework and tested for a long term energy monitoring. Our future work will focus on implementing 

user interface visualization techniques and collecting user feedback from usability evaluation. 
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摘 要 
能源已經成為創造永續生活環境的主要議題。缺少能源消耗的感知已經成為使用

者永續生活的阻礙。現今有諸多將能源消耗數位化的技術，如智慧電錶跟智慧電

網，已成為許多國家的能源政策。然而，在現今舊建築中的電力設備不易修改或

升級為數位電錶。再者，要隨時隨地測量單一設備的能源使用，對使用者來說是

一大阻礙。 

本研究欲提出居家能源視覺化的框架，具備以下三項特色：1) 使用非侵入的方式

將能源數位化，2)無線監控單一裝置的能源消耗，3) 一個開放式的框架，無縫的

整合未來服務。本研究的主要貢獻包含：1) 一個能源視覺化的框架 – 居家生活資

料庫，提供居家的能源感知系統，與單一電器及感知工具無接縫的整合，2) 能源

資料收集的方法，包含目前系統元件運行、記錄與輸出能源資料將會是在舊有建

築中視覺化能源資訊的重要突破，3) 視覺化的能源資訊將提高使用者對能源消耗

的感知。本研究所提出的系統已經在生活場域中實作且  經過長時間的測試。本

報告將描述並討論此系統的設計與執行。 
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